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About This Game
LAST WAR 2044
is a unique world that survived a nuclear war. In this world you are given the opportunity to fight for survival against monsters.
Also, a large number of weapons will be given (from a pistol to a minigun). In addition, there is the opportunity to build turrets.
In this game, you have a choice how to defend the fortress with the weapons available in the arsenal, and build powerful turrets
that can repel stronger mutants.
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Title: LAST WAR 2044
Genre: Action, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
New Vector Gaming
Publisher:
New Vector Gaming
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core i3-6100 @ 3.70GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 4 GB available space
Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

English,Russian
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Game first stopped at the first tutorial, was fixed by a simple restart.. once i got into the workshop i got confused as to what
there is to do? you can pick up a lot of tools but not use them for anything? i tried to put together a small table, but the nails
didnt really work what so ever? nothing except for the bench and chalkboard really did anything...
Can't recommend this game at it's current state.. Nifty and different. Totes a puzle game, so not my thang. But it seems to have
potential. I will revisit when not drunk.. Ok, I just finished the game. NOW WOT? GUYS! I'AM SORRY! SORRY! BUT I
NEED LET OUT OF MY ANGER ON SOMEBODY! WHO GONNA PAY THE PRICE!?. Wonderful game love it. A very
good choice for strategic gamers. Played this game for hours on hours.. This game is quite honestly not worth the money... this
is NOT a simulation game... not even remotely!!!
Helicopter is nearly impossible to fly and controls don't make any sense.
My worst buy ever!!. Ver addictive game retro recommend. Great game! Simple, easy to pick up and play. It's a workout too.
Prepare to do a ton of squats to catch those grounders, then pop back up to catch a fly ball.
I didn't think a VR game could improve my hand\/eye coordination, but I'm betting that someone practicing their grounders and
fly balls could really benefit from playing this game.
It's not a game with 100 different modes, but it doesn't need it. Just go out there and catch some baseballs!. Neon Graphics,
amazing soundtrack, fast paced action? What more could you possibly need?
Some small tweaks here and there. For example recognizing a controller if it's being plugged in after the game has been started.
Or some settings for dead zone for analog sticks - mine tends to stick a bit to the left side and game would turn me left
indefinitely. Moving around the menus with the D-Pad, or selecting levels with bumpers - since they already are used for left
and right movement. A lot o small polishes would make this game even more awesome, but it's great as it is. Definitely worth
the money. Perfect for a quick game between one task and another. I put a few hours into the thing on normal difficulty, but it
didn't really reach out and grab me. The enemy ships are far too low-level (I had 150 HP, and everyone else had 30-40), and
there wasn't any sense of competition; I had half the galaxy to myself and there wasn't anything approaching resistance.
Aside from that, the tech tree is way too huge and simplistic; I'd rather have 50 technologies that had some cool synergies and
that cover a multitude of areas than a hundred that all branch off two subdivisions of "Engineering" and cover ships and planet
structures.
Also, I'll echo what other reviewers have said about the UI being clunky and lacking certain elements (tooltips? the ability to
change the size of your window? these are basic asks) that would have made this more than just a PC port of a mobile title.
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Mega man + Giga girl = love
. It pains me to mark this as not recommended, but we have to be honest and look at the current state no matter our hopes or the
hard effort \/ good intentions of some of the devs as it may be.
The game is in sort of an unfinished state..... The initial release was ok while lacking a lot of depth and content.... then the
overhaul came (which was much anticipated i might add) for a bunch of much needed stuff... thing is.... it was unfinished and
quite broken.... so, to sum up, the current state of the game is broken..... might have game breaking bugs and completely broken
quest lines left up to chance, among other issues.
Most of us still hold hope and trust in the ideals the dev team had, wishing this game will see completion at some point..... but it
is been quite a while without updates and we have to base this on the current state nonetheless.... so even if it stings a bit, i
wouldn't recommend buying this as it is..... AT ALL.
Will edit if its updated. Shut up and take my money already!. Super Skelly Quest 2018 is my favorite game of the last century..
Just like the old game with steam lobby function.
No keyboard config. No bonus content. Worth 10$. Not 25$. A blast from my past! While not the best graphically, and actually
a bit of a simple game, this point-and-click adventure still brought a smile to my face.. GRAPHICS
- Better than standard RPGmaker, and in the same relative style. Expertly made custom map tiles, enemy sprites, and
expressive, evocative character art are among the standouts.
- Fantastic art. Whether or not you use the decensor patch, there's a ton of gorgeous, hand-drawn scenes that genuinely
impressed me.
MUSIC AND SOUND
- I'm terrible at reviewing music and sound design, but I will say this: with almost every game, I usually turn the sound off and
listen to other music eventually. With Desecration of Wings, the music and sound are used very well, carrying moods and
themes expertly, and are an integral, enjoyable, and immersive part of the experience.
GAMEPLAY
- The difficulty curve of this game is masterful, with tactical options available to suit any battle. The experience curve feels
brisk without being too fast, and the characters grow strong as the game continues to challenge them.
- I personally didn't find any need to grind, going place to place and not avoiding every battle gave me enough XP, Sols, and TP
to meet each challenge as they came.
STORY AND WRITING
- This is where the game shines. The story is fantastically paced, and does a good job at teaching you about the world without
shoving it in your face.
- The lens through which the player sees the story is expertly crafted, letting you see through a unique perspective; a perspective
that gets to see kindness, growth, and wholesomeness in a cruel, judgmental, and visceral world.
- The dialogue is exceptional. The main characters have very distinct character voices, and I could easily tell who was speaking
while covering up the face. Information is conveyed at the same time as character development. I would have to say that the
dialogue is this game's strongest point, even considering the game's other strong points.
- Desecration of Wings has easily one of the most healthy, positive perspectives on sex and romance that I've ever read. Instead
of the usual depiction of prostitution as an unfortunate circumstance, a mistake, or immoral, the lens the player views the story
through instead shows harsh judgment of sex work as being cruel or immature, and it does so through how the story makes you
feel, rather than by explicitly stating it. The game explores sex, romance, love, kinkiness, tenderness, consent, and bodily
autonomy with nuances and respect that I've rarely if ever seen in any other media.
OVERALL
- In summary, Desecration of Wing is an exceptional game that combines well-balanced JRPG-style gameplay with a compelling
plot, thoughtful, well-written dialogue, and an elegantly conveyed empathy. I bought this game on sale, but knowing what I do
now, I'd have gladly payed full price.
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